Distinguished guests, media friends:

Good morning! Thank you for you time to attend today’s CAC Enterprise Group and
Factors Group strategic cooperation press conference.
First I would like to introduce origin and meaning of our company name, CAC stands
for Canada And China, Canada America China, Canada Asia China, which represents
our business expands across both sides of the Pacific. The Chinese name means to
overcome all challenges and difficulties and return with triumph, representing
CAC’s team members all have the good attitude to face hardship and faith to win.
Founded in 1999, as an import and export company in Vancouver, Canada, through
years of hard efforts, CAC Enterprise Group had developed to an integrated
international enterprise with a number of subsidiaries, our scope of business is
across energy and land development, international logistics and international trade,
recycling, and natural health products.
My relationship with Factors Group can go back to more than a decade ago in the
same year I immigrated to Canada. Since back then I have gained strong interest in
the products of Factors Group. I was impressed by Factors Group’s cultivation of
raw materials, strong product development capabilities, advanced production
technologies and strict quality control, as well as the pursuit of excellence. At that
time, I already had this aspiration to introduce such good products to consumers in
China. However, due to China’s restrictions on imported health products by the
form of conventional trade, I couldn’t implement my wish.
In recent years, the deteriorating quality of local produced products in China
especially food safety worries most consumers, prompting people who with good
economic conditions to go after imported foreign produced goods. In 2014, since
the Chinese government introduced new policy to support the development of Ecommerce, China's cross-border e-commerce, cross-border payments and
international distribution logistics industries have been developing rapidly.
Competition in these industry focused on product quality assurance and high
quality service and sales model innovation. This has created a promising market
opportunity for international service companies and product suppliers that have
the strength and vision. Under this favourable market trend, CAC promptly seized
the opportunity and suggested to Factors Group to collaboratively bring "webber
naturals" this worldwide-known health product name to Chinese consumers

through the method of cross-boarder E-commerce. Factors Group gave positive
response, after a year of joint efforts in August this year, we reached a long-term
strategic cooperation agreement, CAC Natural Foods Inc. became the only
authorized distributor of products under Factor Group’s pre-eminent brand
"Webber Naturals" for all of China mainland.

Based on our years of rich experience in international trade and deep
understanding of both Canada and China’s business environment, as well as
capable and creative team, CAC is confident to build an advanced cross boarder ecommerce platform, excellent logistics system, to bring webber naturals this
excellent brand to vast Chinese consumers in a convenient, fast and enjoyable way.
CAC Group and Factors Group’s cooperation is driven by the trend of Chinese
government’s strong support of E-commerce and rapid growth of demand for high
quality health products by Chinese consumers. It is a combination of high quality
product and great service, I believe this combination inevitably brings a bright
future and fruitful outcome!

Thank you!

